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Abstract

How much information do NLP tasks really
need from a transformer’s attention mecha-
nism at application-time (inference)? From
recent work, we know that there is sparsity
in transformers and that the floating-points
within its computation can be discretized to
fewer values with minimal loss to task accu-
racies. However, this requires retraining or
even creating entirely new models, both of
which can be expensive and carbon-emitting.
Focused on optimizations that do not require
training, we systematically study the full range
of typical attention values necessary. This in-
forms the design of an inference-time quanti-
zation technique using both pruning and log-
scaled mapping which produces only a few
(e.g. 23) unique values. Over the tasks of ques-
tion answering and sentiment analysis, we find
nearly 80% of attention values can be pruned
to zeros with minimal (< 1.0%) relative loss
in accuracy. We use this pruning technique in
conjunction with quantizing the attention val-
ues to only a 3-bit format, without retraining,
resulting in only a 0.8% accuracy reduction on
question answering with fine-tuned RoBERTa.

1 Introduction

While the verdict is still out on which large lan-
guage model will prove best, at this point in time,
all contenders rely on multi-headed attention over
multiple layers. Many have investigated whether
attention (the output of the softmax, α) itself is
qualitatively sensible (e.g., correlating with lin-
guistic aspects) (Vig and Belinkov, 2019; Clark
et al., 2019; Voita et al., 2018, 2019; Kovaleva
et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020) or how useful it
is for interpreting models (Jain and Wallace, 2019;
Wiegreffe and Pinter, 2019; Brunner et al., 2020;
Rogers et al., 2020). Others have focused on in-
ducing sparsity in the attention: whether some of
the structural components (the softmax function,

attention heads and layers) introduce attention spar-
sity (Correia et al., 2019; Michel et al., 2019; Voita
et al., 2019; Sajjad et al., 2020), if the model tends
to focus on a small amount of tokens (Clark et al.,
2019; Ramsauer et al., 2020), and the interpretabil-
ity of such sparsity (Chen et al., 2020; Rogers et al.,
2020). Yet, little is known about our ability to
induce sparsity or reduce its values at application-
time, and what role the inherent sparsity could play
in building inference-time efficient transformers.

This work focuses on a systematic study of
the quantitative distribution of the attention values
across the layers and heads as well as the potential
for reducing the information content of attention
values during inference at application-time1. We
consider two popular pretrained transformer mod-
els: BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019) over tasks of Masked Language Mod-
eling as well as question answering and sentiment
analysis. We explore the attention distributions on
the different models and tasks, and quantitatively
profile the sparse attention that commonly exists
in the transformer model. Motivated by the high
levels of inherent sparsity in these distributions,
we design a pruning and quantization technique
and test the limits of information necessary from
attention.

We find that most attention values can be pruned
(i.e. set to zero) and the remaining non-zero values
can be mapped to a small number of discrete-levels
(i.e. unique values) without any significant impact
on accuracy. Approximately 80% of the values
can be set to zero without significant impact on
the accuracy for QA and sentiment analysis tasks.
Further, when we add quantization utilizing a log-
scaling, we find a 3-bit discrete representation is
sufficient to achieve accuracy within 1% of using
the full floating points of the original model.

1Our analyzing code and data are available at
https://github.com/StonyBrookNLP/spiqa

https://github.com/StonyBrookNLP/spiqa
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2 Method

To analyze attention distribution we first plot his-
tograms of attention values for BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) and RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) models. We
also compute a sparsity distribution using the pro-
portion of the attention values smaller than a given
threshold. For attention pruning, we find attention
values that are below a specified threshold and re-
place them with zero. We experiment with different
thresholds. For quantization to k-bits we map the
continuous attention values to one of 2k real val-
ues2. We use two methods: (i) Linear - Bin the
attention values to 2k quantiles and set the mid-
point of each as the quantized value. (ii) Log - Bin
the log transformed attention values and pick the
mid-point of each on the log scale as the quantized
value. The quantization methods are explained in
detail in Appendix E.

We apply these inference-time (i.e. no training)
techniques on three tasks: masked language mod-
eling, question answering and sentiment analysis.
For QA we used BERT3 and RoBERTa4 models
fine-tuned on SQuAD v1.1 (Rajpurkar et al., 2016).
For sentiment analysis we used RoBERTa5 fine-
tuned on the SST-2 dataset (Socher et al., 2013).
For both these tasks we report accuracy on the
corresponding development sets. For the Masked
Language Modeling (MLM) task we report pseudo-
perplexity (Salazar et al., 2020) computed on the
Huggingface Wikipedia dataset6.

3 Evaluation

Attention distribution and sparsity. A thor-
ough quantitative analysis on the attention distri-
bution could help build efficient transformers by
providing useful information, such as the degree
of sparsity and the range of the attention values.
We plot the histogram of each token’s attention to
all the others (αi) and provide three examples of
the heads in Figure 1 to investigate the density of
the attention values, how differently the tokens at-
tend to others in the same attention head, and how
sparse a token/head/layer’s attention can be. We
find that, for most of the heads, attention forms
a lognormal-like distribution similar to Figure 1a.

2Note here we use full precision floating point rather than
a k-bit value since our main goal is to see how many discrete
levels of attention is needed.

3
http://huggingface.co/csarron/bert-base-uncased-squad-v1

4
http://huggingface.co/csarron/roberta-base-squad-v1

5
http://huggingface.co/textattack/roberta-base-SST-2

6
https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikipedia

On some heads, some of the attention for query to-
ken (αi) have more tiny attention values (αij) and
induce more sparsity than others (like in Figure 1c).
We also observe entire heads with high sparsity, in
which nearly all tokens only slightly attend to oth-
ers (like in Figure 1b). Our observation confirms
the existence of sparsity in the attention heads.

A key motivation for us is to quantitatively char-
acterize sparsity, especially in terms of how much
potential there is in reducing the information con-
tent in attention values. To this end, we specifically
measure the proportion of small attention values
by counting the number of αij that sum up to 0.5
in each αi. This indicates that most heads focus
strongly on fewer than 10 tokens on average (de-
tails in Appendix A), leading to notable sparsity
and suggesting large potential for conveying the
same information as continuous attention values
using fewer discrete levels.

Beyond these, we occasionally observe outlier
attention histograms (like the outliers between
[10−4, 10−1] in Figure 1b). We also found notice-
able differences on the attention histograms from
layer to layer. These findings are related to the
works on the syntactic heads/special tokens (Voita
et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Voita et al., 2018;
Clark et al., 2019; Rogers et al., 2020)) and the dif-
ferences of the layers/heads (Correia et al., 2019;
Clark et al., 2019). We discuss how our findings
relate to them in Appendices B and C.

Limited effect of near-zero attention values dur-
ing inference. The inherent sparsity we observed
motivates us to explore the sparsity of attention at
inference-time—how much attention can be pruned
during inference, without impacting the model ac-
curacy? By setting up a series of pruning thresh-
olds, we clamp different proportions of the atten-
tion to zero and examine how attention sparsity
affects the accuracy, on both pretrained and fine-
tuned models. The results shown in Figure 2 in-
dicate that the sparsity can grow above 80% with
only a 0.1%–1.3% drop in accuracy. Specifically,
the pretrained BERT model achieves 99.9% of
the original performance with 87% of the sparsity
on Masked Language Modeling. By comparing
RoBERTa’s accuracy on different tasks, we find
that sentiment analysis suffers more from increased
sparsity, suggesting that different models are dif-
ferentially sensitive to the induced sparsity. Our
results quantitatively show how much sparsity can
be induced in all the attention values without losing

http://huggingface.co/csarron/bert-base-uncased-squad-v1
http://huggingface.co/csarron/roberta-base-squad-v1
http://huggingface.co/textattack/roberta-base-SST-2
https://huggingface.co/datasets/wikipedia
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(a) Layer 1 Head 4 (b) Layer 2 Head 3 (c) Layer 12 Head 11

Figure 1: Normalized histograms (in blue) and cumulative histograms (in red) for every token’s attention to others
(αi) at different heads in the pretrained RoBERTa model, starting from 10−8. The histograms show different
patterns of attention distribution. E.g., in (b) many tokens’ attention form an evenly distributed histogram from
10−8 to 1, and most of the αi have 80%–100% of all the attention values (αij) ≤ 10−8. This indicates a higher
level of sparsity compared to (a) and (c). The “sparsity distribution” bar on the right shows the density of αi to
each level of sparsity. E.g., the red cell with “0.96” between 0.9–1.0 in (b) means 96% of all αi have sparsity
between 90%–100%, whereas the sparsity is the proportion of αij in αi that are less than 10−8.
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Figure 2: Exact Match score (for QA), Accuracy (for SA) and pseudo-perplexity (for MLM) under different levels
of sparsity that we induce, showing that on these models and tasks ∼80% of the sparsity can be induced with
limited performance drop. X-axis values denotes the induced sparsity levels measured as the proportion of the
attention values less than a specified threshold.

accuracy, suggesting that one can expect to prune
up to 80% of the attention values without retrain-
ing.

Quantizing pruned attention. Quantization is
often used to compress transformer models for
higher computational and memory efficiency. Re-
cently Prato et al. (2020) showed that for machine
translation, attention values in transformers can
be quantized with only a small impact on accu-
racy. While their results suggest that full precision
attention values may not be necessary for high ac-
curacy, it is unclear if one can retain the accuracy in
inference-time quantization in general settings i.e.,
without retraining. Bhandare et al. (2019); Shen
et al. (2020); Prato et al. (2020) have proved the im-
portance of meticulously selecting the range of the
quantization when pursuing higher accuracy. Intu-

itively, pruning the tiny attention values will lead
to a narrower quantization range with more precise
value representatives. For example, if all α < 10−3

are pruned before 3-bit quantization, all numbers
we need to quantize will land in [10−3, 1] rather
than [0, 1], with the 8 quantiles of the quantization
located more densely; this forms a higher resolu-
tion within the quantization range compared to the
non-pruned version. Since we observed that prun-
ing most of the attention values during inference
has minimal effect on the accuracy when removing
only the tiny attention values (α < 10−3 in our
case), we hypothesize that properly pruning atten-
tion values will help increase the accuracy of the
quantized model.

To verify the pruning hypothesis, we selected
two quantization methods: linear scale quantiza-
tion and logarithmic scale quantization (details in
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(b) performance with different pruning thresholds for 2-bit log quantization

Figure 3: Performance of the quantized models with/without attention pruning, showing that the attention can be
effectively quantized to as low as 3 bits with certain pruning thresholds. (a) Exact Match scores for the QA with
different quantization methods on fine-tuned BERT and RoBERTa. “Boolean” quantization is provided as the ex-
treme case of quantization to a single bit. The pruning has only negligible effect on the linear scale quantization so
that “*-linear” and “*-linear-pruned” curves are highly overlapped. (b) Accuracy of the fine-tuned RoBERTa mod-
els with 2-bit quantized attention for QA, SA and MLM respectively. The attention is pruned before quantization
by using different thresholds (shown on the x-axis). In all the figures, the original model’s performance scores are
marked with black dashed lines.

Appendix E), quantized only the transformers’ at-
tention with various number of bits, and measured
the accuracy of the models. Then we repeated the
experiment but pruning α < 10−3 (which creates
∼80% sparsity with limited accuracy drop in our
sparsity experiment) before quantizing the atten-
tion.

We evaluate the models on different tasks to com-
pare how pruning the attention affects the accuracy
when quantizing. Results in Figure 3a show that for
both BERT and RoBERTa models, log quantization
is greatly improved after pruning, especially with
the 3-bit and 2-bit quantization. Notably, the 3-bit
log quantization with pruning only loses 0.8% and
1.5% of the original accuracy for the RoBERTa
and BERT, respectively. Contrarily, the pruning
has very limited effect on the linear quantization
because the selected pruning threshold results only
in a negligible change to the effective quantiza-
tion range. (Details are provided in Appendix F.)
We also repeated the experiment on other tasks
and found 2-bit log quantization with pruning only
loses 0.7% accuracy on RoBERTa fine-tuned for
sentiment analysis. (Full results are provided in
Appendix D.)

We further experimented with different pruning
thresholds (Figure 3b) and observed that pruning
α < 10−2 gives the best performance; the thresh-
old can undermine model accuracy if it is either too
large (> 10−2) or too small (< 10−3).

Our results prove that pruning the sparse atten-
tion values helps recover model accuracy with log-

scale quantization methods, without any retrain-
ing or fine-tuning. With attention pruning, a trans-
former can retain a comparable amount of accuracy
even with a simple, low-precision quantized atten-
tion (in our case, a 3-bit log quantization).

Discussion. Sparsifying the attention can help re-
duce both the computation and memory cost of
self-attention during inference. Our experiments
above demonstrate that it is possible to prune ap-
proximately 80% of attention values while quan-
tizing them to a 3-bit representation. Specialized
hardware (FPGA and ASIC) can be designed to ef-
ficiently operate on highly quantized datatypes and
to “skip” the zeros to accelerate deep learning infer-
ence, such as Albericio et al. (2016) (which targets
CNNs). Our results show that such an accelerator
could effectively reduce the arithmetic cost of com-
puting attention matrices by 80% and reduce the
memory footprint of the attention matrices by up to
96% (compounding the effect of sparse representa-
tion and quantization). Although attention matrices
are not occupying a huge amount of storage, these
memory savings can potentially greatly increase
the efficiency of a specialized hardware accelera-
tor by reducing its on-chip SRAM usage and/or
its memory bandwidth requirement. Further, the
computational savings can help reduce the latency.
Lastly, it is important to note that the benefits of
attention sparsity may extend much further than
just computing attention values themselves; other
computations in the transformer network can also
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benefit from leveraging the high degree of sparsity
without retraining/fine-tuning, potentially yielding
larger benefits. Future work will investigate the
computational benefits of utilizing attention spar-
sity and the design of customized hardware accel-
erators to efficiently do so.

4 Related Work

Attention distribution. Many have abstractly
studied the attention distribution from different
aspects (Clark et al., 2019; Pascual et al., 2021;
Ramsauer et al., 2020; Correia et al., 2019), but
none specifically have shown the histogram of the
αi directly, nor did they investigate the sparse at-
tention values quantitatively. Correia et al. (2019)
indicated that not all of the sparsity in attention
was caused by the softmax, and it remained unclear
whether such sparsity affected accuracy (which is
inspected in this paper).

Pruning. Voita et al. (2019); Sajjad et al. (2020);
Michel et al. (2019); Kovaleva et al. (2019) pruned
one or more heads/layers resulting in comparable
or higher model accuracy, either with or without
fine-tuning. These approaches assume that some
heads/layers interpret the information redundantly,
which is not always true (Brunner et al., 2020;
Rogers et al., 2020). In contrast, our work focuses
on a more general method of inducing attention
sparsity without operating at layer/head granular-
ity.

Quantization. Bhandare et al. (2019); Shen et al.
(2020); Prato et al. (2020) have shown benefits
from selecting the quantization range, which mo-
tivates us to prune the attention before quantiza-
tion (Section 3). Kim et al. (2021); Zafrir et al.
(2019); Prato et al. (2020) required re-training
while ours does not. Zhang et al. (2020); Bai et al.
(2020); Zadeh et al. (2020) focused on quantizing
the weights rather than the attention values, which
is out of our scope.

Sparse transformers and attention visualiza-
tion Parmar et al. (2018); Child et al. (2019);
Ho et al. (2019); Beltagy et al. (2020); Ainslie et al.
(2020); Li and Chan (2019); Tay et al. (2020) have
proposed/summarized various kinds of efficient
transformers utilizing induced attention sparsity.
However, none of them quantitatively analyzed the
statistical distribution and the tiny values of the at-
tention. Vig (2019); Hoover et al. (2020) proposed
instance-level attention visualization tools. These

are complementary to our quantitative visualization
of the distributions of all attention values.

5 Conclusion

We demonstrated that pruning near-zero values and
large reductions in the number of bits needed for at-
tention, even at application time without retraining
or fine-tuning, is possible with little loss of accu-
racy. This suggests attention plays a very coarse
role in model accuracy at inference-time, yielding
opportunities to run transformers more efficiently
over applications. While quantization during train-
ing had previously shown promise (down to three
bits, for most weights of the transformer), we ob-
served the same reduction potential on attention
values at application-time, allowing their represen-
tation to be reduced down to three bits (or even two
for sentiment) with little effort (e.g., without re-
training or using a dynamic quantization range).
This shows it is feasible to implement efficient
transformers by leveraging heavily sparse and quan-
tized attention values, suggesting the possibility
of building specialized hardware (e.g., FPGA and
ASIC accelerators) to optimize the transformer’s
evaluation on-the-fly.
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A Consistency of Inducing Sparsity in
the Attention

Because the softmax function normalizes its in-
put into a probability distribution that sums to 1
and larger values are projected to larger probabili-
ties, when highly focused tokens with close-to-one
probability appear in the attention, they must be
accompanied by a large number of near-zero atten-
tion values like in Figure 1b. Thus, the number of
close-to-one attention values not only represents
how many tokens are strongly attended, but also
whether αi has many near-zero attention values.

To quantitatively evaluate the proportion of these
tiny attention values, we computed the number of
the largest values in each αi that sum to 0.5, visu-
alizing their mean and standard deviation in Fig-
ure 4. On both pretrained RoBERTa and SQuAD-
fine-tuned RoBERTa, we observed that most of the
heads require on average fewer than ten attention
values to sum up to 0.5, meaning that most heads
focus strongly on fewer than ten tokens on average,
leading to notable sparsity. We observe that seven
of twelve heads in the first layers of both models
have a larger average number (> 10) of such major
tokens. For deeper layers, the average number of
major tokens decreases. Finally, in the last two lay-
ers, we again see an increasing trend in the average
number of major tokens. This indicates that middle
layers commonly focus on only a small number of
tokens, making these layers rich in sparsity. This
confirms the “sparse deeper layers” identified by
Correia et al. (2019); Clark et al. (2019) and fur-
ther proves the existence of heavily focused tokens.
It implies the large potential of inducing sparsity
in the transformers and motivates us to explore
how these sparse attention values contribute to the
model accuracy. We also examined the BERT pre-
trained model and SQuAD-fine-tuned model, and
we found behavior similar to RoBERTa. Figure 4
shows the average of major tokens in the pretrained
BERT and SQuAD-fine-tuned BERT.

B Dispersion of Attention Histograms

Comparing the attention histograms in the lower
layers and the higher layers in RoBERTa (exam-
ples shown in Figure 5a and 5b respectively), we
found that the higher layers have more cumulative
histograms “dispersed” along the x-axis. Together
with the increasing variance of the number of ma-
jor tokens in the last two layers shown in Figure 4,
such a distribution pattern evidently expresses the

greatly dissimilar sparsity among all the αi in the
head. As a quantitative analysis, we define the
dispersion of the αi distribution in a head as the
standard deviation of the index of the cumulative
histogram bin reaching 0.5. The dispersion ex-
presses the dissimilarity of the αi histogram. Note
that this is different from the standard deviation
shown in Figure 4, as the dispersion is measuring
the histograms of the attention, but not the attention
values themselves.

We measure the dispersion at each head along
the layers for both pretrained and fine-tuned
RoBERTa models. Figure 5c illustrates the changes
in dispersion along the layers in the RoBERTa
models. In pretrained RoBERTa and its SQuAD-
fine-tuned version, the deep layers generally have
higher dispersion. The difference between these
two models is mainly in layer 11, where the pre-
trained model has a dispersion drop. RoBERTa
fine-tuned for SST-2 does not show this trend. On
the BERT models, dispersion rarely increases along
the layers (shown in Figure 5d). The last layers
have been proved to be task-specific (Wu et al.,
2020; Rogers et al., 2020), and their attention can
largely change after fine-tuning (Kovaleva et al.,
2019). This potentially explains why we observed
different dispersion behavior on different tasks, but
needs further investigation.

C Heads with Outlier Attention
Distribution

On some heads, a small portion of the tokens forms
an attention histogram cluster separate from the
majority, clearly showing a dissimilarity between
these two types of distributions. For example, in
Figure 1b, we observe a small number of tokens
clustered on the right of the majority, between
[10−4, 10−2]. Here we list all the heads with such
pattern:

• Pretrained RoBERTa: Layer 1: head 8, head
10, head 12; Layer 2: head 3, head 5, head
10; Layer 3: head 2, head 10; Layer 4: head
4, head 9; Layer 5: head 2, head 7, head 10;
Layer 6: head 5, head 11, head 12; Layer 7:
head 3; Layer 8: head 7

• Pretrained BERT: Layer 3: head 10; Layer 5:
head 5

We found that on these heads, the functional
words/tokens and punctuation exhibit distributions
that are significantly different from other tokens.
For example, tokens such as <s>, </s>, and,
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Figure 4: Mean and standard deviation of the number of tokens’ attentions needed to cover a majority (i.e. sum
to 0.5) of attention densities in both pretrained and SQuAD-fine-tuned RoBERTa/BERT models. Different layers
are distinguished by different colors. In each layer the error bar represents the mean and std of head 1, head 2, ... ,
head 12 from the left to the right respectively.
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(c) Average dispersion of attention per layer in
RoBERTa
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(d) Average dispersion of attention per layer in
BERT

Figure 5: Attention distribution dispersion in different layers. Pretrained RoBERTa has more spread attention
distributions in layer 12 than in layer 1. In (c), the pretrained and SQuAD-fine-tuned RoBERTa models exhibit
increasing dispersion in deeper layers, while RoBERTa fine-tuned for SST-2 does not show such a trend.

: and . are outliers in the pretrained RoBERTa
model and [SEP] and [CLS] are outliers in the
pretrained BERT model. We also noticed these
tokens’ attention histograms could gather together

like the majority of the tokens do, to form either
a less sparse histogram cluster or more sparse his-
togram cluster, implying that on some heads, the
functional words/tokens must be treated differently
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(a) Layer 2 head 3, <s>, le, and, : and </s>
form a weak, less sparse cluster.

(b) Layer 4 head 4, <s> and . form a weak, more
sparse cluster

Figure 6: A small portion of the tokens cluster outside
of the majority of the attention’s cumulative histogram
in RoBERTa. Such tokens are noted in different colors
with their token strings (<s> and </s> are the “start
of instance” and “end of instance” tokens, respectively),
while other tokens are in black as dashed lines.

from the other tokens when exploring efficiency by
utilizing sparsity. In Figure 6, we illustrate the at-
tention histogram of such tokens. Our observation
confirms that the special tokens and punctuation
can be heavily attended (Voita et al., 2018; Clark
et al., 2019; Kovaleva et al., 2019; Rogers et al.,
2020). As a complement, we observed that it does
not necessarily mean that the special tokens’ at-
tention are always more sparse than other tokens’
attention.

D Quantization with Pruned Attention
for SA and MLM

We provide the performance of different quantiza-
tion methods with and without attention pruning
on the BERT and RoBERTa models tested on SA
and MLM in Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Performance of the quantized models
with and without pruning in advance for BERT and
RoBERTa models on SA and MLM tasks.

E Quantization Methods and Their
Effectiveness

Quantization methods. In Section 3, we imple-
mented two different quantization methods. Algo-
rithms 1 and 2 list their pseudo code.

Quantization and attention distribution Bhan-
dare et al. (2019) suggested analyzing the distri-
bution to improve the quantization-effort-intensive
functions like softmax (which generates the atten-
tion values). Based on this, we assume that the
transformer model will perform better if its quan-
tized attention values are distributed similarly to
the unquantized distribution. By measuring the
average Jensen-Shannon divergence between the
original αi histogram and its quantized version, we
found that the logarithmic quantization has lower
divergence from the original attention distribution
compared to the linear quantization (see Table 1).
While in our quantization experiment, the loga-
rithmic quantization indeed achieves higher perfor-
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Algorithm 1: Linear quantization
input :att←attention values;

k←number of bits used for quantization;
t←pruning threshold

output :res←quantized attention values
quantile size = (1− t)/2k;
set quantized value as middle point of quantile:

quantile size/2;
res=floor(att / quantile size) * quantile size +

quantized value + t;
set attention values less than quantile size+t as zeros;

Algorithm 2: Log quantization
input :att←attention values;

k←number of bits used for quantization;
t←pruning threshold

output :res←quantized attention values
when not pruning att, choosing a small value 10−10

for t;
if pruning att then

quantile size = (0− log(t))/(2k − 1);

else
quantile size = (0− log(t))/(2k)

set quantized value as middle point of quantile:
quantile size/2;

compute exponent of res: exp res=floor((log(att) −
log(t))/quantile size)*quantile size+quantized value+t;

res=power(2, exp res);
set values less than the first quantile boundry in the

res as zeros;

mance than the linear quantization on most num-
bers of bits. This result indicates that selecting
the quantization method with less divergence from
the original attention distribution could improve
the performance. However, the lower divergence
between the quantized and original attention dis-
tribution does not necessarily relate to the model
performance once we introduce pruning. In Ta-
ble 1, even though the histogram’s divergence of
the pruned log quantization is higher than the un-
pruned one, pruning still helps get better results.
We hypothesize that the pruning enlarged the dis-
similarity between the attention histograms, but
such a change did not affect the accuracy since it
only happened to the near-zero attention values.

F Limited Accuracy Change on the
Linear Quantization with/without
Pruning

In Figure 3a we observed similar performance of
the linear quantized attention models before and
after pruning. It is worth noting that the pruning
threshold we selected, α < 10−3, is already a tiny
value on the linear scale with respect to the range

quantization method pruned un-pruned

linear 0.67 0.67
log 0.58 0.55

Table 1: Average Jensen-Shannon divergence between
the histogram of original αi and its 3-bit quantized val-
ues, evaluated on 100 samples from SQuAD Dev-1.1.
Log quantization, which has lower divergence from the
original attention distribution, retains more accuracy
from the original model.

of the attention values [0, 1]. As a result, pruning
will not significantly narrow the quantization range,
as it does for the log-scale quantization. Thus the
linear quantization has nearly the same effective
quantized range with or without pruning, making it
nearly impossible for the pruned linear quantized
model to outperform the un-pruned one. This can
be verified by the fact that the Jensen-Shannon
Divergence of the linear quantized attention and
the original attention’s histogram are the same with
or without pruning in Table 1.

G Experiment reproducibility

All evaluation is done on a server with the follow-
ing specifications:

• CPU: Intel(R) Xeon(R) Silver 4216, 64 cores
• GPU: Quadro RTX 8000
• RAM: 377GB

The average runtime of the model inferences
through the entire dataset is ∼4 hours, for differ-
ent tasks. All datasets used in our experiment are
based on English. The SQuAD tests are evaluated
on 10570 sentences from the SQuAD Dev-v1.1
dataset. The SST2 tests are evaluated on 872 in-
stances from the GLUE validation dataset. The
Masked Language Modeling tests are evaluated
on 480 paragraphs from the wikipedia training set,
each having one random, unrepeated token masked
for 15–25 iterations.


